
Seating
for business





Welcome to our new range of seating that offers 
something for everyone from popular entry level 
operator seating through to our new range of executive 
and boardroom chairs plus an extensive range of 
reception, social space and break out area seating.  
We have the solution for every office environment. 

Over the years Aztec have always taken considerable 
pride in giving our customers exactly what they  
require working on specific projects for clients  
designs, for custom made products to meet specific 
demands and lead times. 

Delivering products in almost impossible lead times 
whilst never compromising quality. Whatever your 
seating requirement whether it be office, leisure or 
social seating you can rest assured that we have a 
product that’s right for you.

Stuart Holdsworth
Managing Director
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The Tuscan Walnut range of 
reception chairs are timeless, 
contemporary classics. 
Available with a range of 
finishes and fabric options.
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Tuscan Walnut
1.  TUS-HR-FB-WAL 

(High back with 
round base)

2.  TUS-HR-SKID-WAL 
(High back with wire 
frame)

3.  TUS-HR-SW-WAL 
(High back  
with star base)
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Tuscan white offers contrasting 
white shell with complimentary 
fabric upholstery.
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White High Gloss
1.  TUS-HR-FB-WHT (High 

back with round base)
2.  TUS-M-FB-WHT 

(Medium back with 
round base)

3.  TUS-HR-SW-WHT (High 
back with star base)

4.  TUS-M-SW-WHT (Med 
back with star base)

5.  TUS-HR-SKID-WHT 
(High back with wire 
frame)

6.  TUS-M-SKID-WHT 
(Med back with wire 
frame)

7.  TUS-M-WOOD-WHT 
(Med back, wood 
frame)
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For a soft appealing finish, 
available in a single colour 
or with two tone finish to 
compliment any workspace. 
Optional buttons can be in 
either colour dependant on 
preference.  
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Fully Upholstered 
1.  TUS-HR-SW-UPH-B 

(High back with star 
base)

2.  TUS-HR-FB-UPH-B 
(High back with 
round base)

3.  TUS-M-FB-UPH-B 
(Medium back with 
round base)

4.  TUS-FS-FB-UPH-B 
(Stool with round 
base)

5.  TUS-M-SW-UPH-B 
(Medium back with 
star base)

6.  TUS-FS-SW-UPH-B 
(Stool with star 
base)

7.  TUS-HR-WOOD-
UPH-B (High back, 
wood frame)

8.  TUS-M-WOOD-
UPH-B (Medium 
back, wood frame)

9.  TUS-HR-SKID-
UPH-B (High back 
with wire frame)

10.  TUS-M-SKID-UPH-B 
(Medium back with 
wire frame)
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A must for any reception or 
breakout area, Wind combines 
comfort with style and 
functionality.
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Wind Sofa
1. WIND1 (Armchair)
2.  WIND2 (2 Seater)
3.  WIND3 (3 Seater)
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Bold styling and clean 
lines combine to give Geo 
a unique look.
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Geo Square Tub
1. GEO1 (Single seat)
2.  GEO2 (two seater)
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Cube offers a range of 
sofas, benches, curved 
units and booths to furnish 
any public space or student 
accommodation.
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Cube Reception
1. CBS2 (2 Seater)
2.  CBS3 (3 Seater)
3.  CL1200 with CT1800  

(L Combination)
4.  CL1800 (1600)
5.  CR1200 (Corner)
6.  CH1600L (LH corner)
7.  CL1600 + CT1800 + 

CR1600 (Full combo)
8.  CBT3 (3 seater 

meeting booth)
9.  CPOD4 (4 seater 

meeting booth with 
table)

 4
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A classic 
combination 
of open and 
closed fronted 
tub chairs.
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Miami Reception
1.  MI01 (Fully 

upholstered open 
front tub chair)

2.  MI02 (Fully 
upholstered open  
front 2 seater tub 
chair)

 1
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A classic combination of open 
and closed fronted tub chairs.
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Florida Reception
1.  FL01 (Fully 

upholstered closed  
front tub chair)

2.  FL02 (Fully 
upholstered closed 
front 2 seater tub 
chair)
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Reno Reception
1.  RE10 Modular 

reception unit)
2.  RE20L (Modular 

reception unit with 
left arm)

3.  RE20R (modular 
reception unit with 
right arm)

4.  RT30 (small 
upholstered coffee 
table with beech 
MFC top)

5.  RT40 (square 
upholstered coffee 
table with beech 
MFC top)

Modular units to give 
a welcoming feel to 
any reception.

re
no
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Modular units to give a welcoming 
feel to any reception.
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Colorado Reception
1.  CO1 (Colorado 

reception seat with 
silver leg)

2.  CRT (Upholstered 
round table with 
beech mfc top)

co
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Complimenting shapes combine to let you 
create unique seating configuratons. 

Scatter is available with glides as standard  
or optional castors (W) or chrome legs(C).

22
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Scatter Reception
1.  ST(C) (Triangular 

scatter stool)
2.  STRAP900 

(Trapizoidal scatter)
3.  SQ600 (600 square 

cube)
4.  SQ450(W) (450 

square cube)
5.  SQUAD (450 quadrant 

scatter)
6.  SC600 (600 diameter 

scatter stool)
7.   SC450 (450 diameter 

scatter stool) 
(no image shown)

 

8.  SC600Bite(C) (600 
diameter scatter 
stool with cut out)

9.  SC450Bite (450 
diameter scatter 
stool with cut out)

10.  SR600(C) (600 x 450 
scatter stool)

11.  SR900 (900 x 450 
scatter stool)
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From executive to breakout 
areas Edge has the solution 
allowing a coordinated look to 
your workplace.
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Edge White Executive 
1.  EDXAW (High back 

with headrest and 
multifunction arms)

2.  EDHAW (High back 
with multifunction 
arms)

3.  EDHW (High back 
without arms)

4.  EDMAW (Medium 
back with 
multifunction arms)

5.  EDMW (Medium back 
without arms)

6.  EPUA/W 
(Polypropolene chair 
chrome frame with 
arms)

7.  EPU/W 
(Polypropolene chair 
with chrome frame 
no arms)

-  EDCAW (Cantilever 
chair with arms) 
(no image)

-  EDCW (Cantilever 
chair without arms) 
(no image)
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Edge grey offers a subtle 
choice to compliment your 
desking and fabric selection.
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Edge Grey Executive 
1.  EDXAG (High back  

with headrest and 
multifunction arms)

2.  EDHG (High back  
without arms)

3.  EDMAG (Medium 
back with 
multifunction arms)

4.  EDHAG (High back 
with multifunction  
arms)

5.  EDMW (Medium  
back without arms)

6.  EPU/G 
(Polypropolene chair 
with chrome frame 
no arms)

7.   EPUA/G 
(Polypropolene  
chair chrome frame 
with arms)

-   EDCW (Cantilever 
chair with arms)

-  EDCW (Cantilever 
chair without arms)

 4
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Our most popular option with a 
variety of specifications to suit 
your needs.
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Edge Black Executive 
1.  EDHAB (High back  

with with 
multifunction arms)

2.  EDHB (High back 
without arms)

3.  EDMAB (Medium  
back with 
multifunction arms)

4.  EDMB (Medium back 
without arms)

5.  EPUA/B 
(Polypropolene  
chair chrome frame 
with arms)

6.   EPU/B 
(Polypropolene  
chair with chrome 
frame no arms)

7.  EDCAB (Cantilever 
chair with arms) 

8.  EDCB (Cantilever 
chair without arms) 
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White components and mesh 
combine for a bright and 
stylish seating option
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Edge White Mesh 
Executive 
1.  EDSXWA (High back  

with headrest and 
multifunction arms)

2.  EDSHWA (High back  
with multifunction 
arms)

3.  EDSHW (High back  
without arms)

ed
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With optional headrest, black 
mesh and components this 
chair can be complimented  
with choice of seat colours.

32
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Edge Black Mesh 
Executive 
1.  EDSHBA (High back 

with multi-function 
arms)

2.  EDSHB (High back 
without arms)

ed
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Seating
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From its square back styling to 
its wide range of features Erson 
offers a high specification for 
comfort and functionality.

34
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Square back
1.  E505H (High back with 

folding arms)
2.  E507M (Medium back 

with height adjustable 
arms)

3.  E507H (High back with 
height adjustable 
arms)

4.  E501H (High back with 
loop arms)

5.  E501M (Medium back 
with loop arms)

6.  E508M (Medium back 
with multi function 
arms)

7.  E508H (High back with 
multi function arms)

 4
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Work offers a choice of 
upholstered or mesh backs 
with optional headrest on a self 
tensioning mechanism.
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Work Executive
1.  WK990C (Mesh high 

back executive  
with chrome base 
and arms)

2.  WK900C (Mesh high 
back executive with 
chrome base no 
arms)

3.  WK900B (Mesh high 
back executive with 
black base no arms)

4.  WK690C (Fully 
upholstered high 
back executive  
with chrome base 
and arms)

 

 
5.  WK600C (Fully 

upholstered high 
back executive with 
chrome base no 
arms)

6.  WK600B (Fully 
upholstered high 
back executive with 
black base no arms)
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Stylish mesh backed  
managers chairs.

38
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Mesh Back Managers
1.   MX200 (Manangers 

chair)
2.  MX207 (Managers 

chair with adjustable 
arms)

3.  MX208 (Manangers 
chair with 
multifunction arms)

4.  MXC (Cantilever 
chair)

5.  MXC5 (Cantilever 
chair with folding 
arms)

m
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Stylish mesh backed  
operator chairs.
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Mesh Back Operator
1.  MS100 (Operator 

chair)
2.  MS101 (Operator chair 

with fixed arms)
3.  MS105 (Operator 

chair with folding 
arms)

4.  MS108 (Operator 
chair with 
multifunction arms)

5.  MSC (Cantilever 
chair)

6.  MSCA (Cantilever 
chair with fixed 
arms)

m
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All the practicality of a rugged 
operator chair available in a 
stylish white finish
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Reach Operator White 
1.  R206WC (High 

back angular chair, 
Chrome base 
adjustable arms)

2.  R206W (High back 
angular chair, 
adjustable arms)

3.  R206W (High back 
angular chair,  
no arms)

4.  RCCW (Cantilever 
chair)

 1
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Rugged styling and a choice of 
colours, reach offers a unique 
look for your office.
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Reach Operator Black 
1.  R206B (High back  

with adjustable 
arms)

2.  R200HB (High back 
angular chair, no 
arms)

re
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Soften your office with Curve, 
this stylish shaped back is 
available with all the arm and 
mechanism options you are 
likely to need.
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Round back
1. C105 (Folding arms)
2.  C107 (Height 

adjustable arms)
3. C101 (Loop arms)
4.  C108 (Multi function 

arms)

cu
rv
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 3
A timeless classic offering 
a wide range of options to 
meet the needs of the modern 
workspace.
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X-High Back Task
1. T100X (No arms)
2. T101X (Loop arms)
3. T105X (Folding arms)
4.  T107X (Height 

adjustable arms)
5.  T108X (Multi function 

arms)

 1
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High Back Task
1.  T100H_CB (Chrome 

base with no arms)
2.  T100HD (Draftsmans 

with no arms)
3. T101H (Loop arms)
4. T105H (Folding arms)
5.  T107H (Height 

adjustable arms)
6.  T108H (Multifunction 

arms)

50
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Medium Back Task
1.  T100M (No arms)
2.  T100MD (Draftsmans 

chair with no arms)
3. T101M (Loop arms)
4. T105M (Folding arms)
5.  T107M (Height 

adjustable arms)
6.  T108M (Multifunction 

arms)
7.  TCMA (Cantilever  

with arms
8.  TCM (Cantilever with 

no arms)

ta
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 1
Square back styling combined 
with multiple arm and 
mechanism options.
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Solutions Operator
1.  S100H (High back 

chair)
2.  S100M (Mid back 

chair)
3.  S101H (High back 

chair with ring arms)
4.  S105H (High back 

chair with folding 
arms)

5.  S105M (Mid back 
chair with folding 
arms)

6.  S107H (High back 
chair with adjustable 
arms)

7.   S107M (Mid back 
chair with adjustable 
arms)

8.  S108H (High back 
chair with multi 
function arms)

9.  S108M (Mid back 
solutions chair with 
multi function arms)

10.  SCMA (Cantilever  
with arms

11.  SCM (Cantilever with 
no arms)
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Kidney support and seat tilt 
come as standard on ergo 
whilst options include seat 
slides and inflatable lumbar 
supports to name a few.

54
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Ergonomic high back
1.  EG208PUL 

(Multifunction arms 
with lumbar pump)

2.  EG207 (Height 
adjustable arms)

3.  EG201 (Loop arms)
4.  EG208 (Multifunction 

arms)
5.  EG200 (No arms)

er
go
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A comprehensive 
range of meeting and 
boardroom seating.
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Magenta Conference
1.  MAGMC (Mid back 

cantilever with arms)
2.  MAGML (4 Leg mid 

back with arms)
3.  MAG4MS (4 Leg mesh 

back with arms)  
(no image shown)

4.  MAGHC (High back 
cantilever with arms)

5.  MAGHL (4 Leg high 
back with arms)

6.  MAGCMS (Mesh back 
cantilever with arms)

 5
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A stylish conference chair available with or without 
arms with optional polished ply seat and back.
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Flow Stacking
1.  FWS4 (Four leg 

stacking chair with 
upholstered seat 
and back)

2.  FWB4A (Black frame 
four leg stacking 
chair with arms, 
upholstered seat 
and back)

3.  FWB4 (Black 
frame four leg 
stacking chair with 
upholstered seat 
and back)

4.  FWSW4 (Four leg 
stacking chair with 
wooden seat and 
back)

5.  FWBW4 (Black frame 
four leg stacking 
chair with wooden 
seat and back) 

6.  FWBW4A (Black 
frame four leg 
stacking chair with 
arms and wooden 
seat and back)

 3
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 1
Durable conference chairs 
available in either four legged 
or cantilever frames.
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Agenda Meeting Chairs
1.  AG702S (Four leg  

no arms)
2.  AG705C (Four leg  

with integral arms)
3.  AG710 (Cantilever leg 

with arms)

 2
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 3 3
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A flexible meeting chair that either stacks or 
nests, available in multiple options including 
linking and numbering for auditorium use.
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Xilla Meeting
1.  XACB (meeting 

chair with arms and 
castors)

2.  XACC (meeting chair 
with arms and castors 
chrome frame)

3.  XNB (meeting chair no 
arms)

4.  XAC (meeting chair 
with arms, chrome 
frame stacked)

5.  XABW (meeting 
chair with arms and 
underseat storage)

6.  XAB (meeting chair 
with arms black 
frame)

 5
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Durable yet stylish, Chenca 
offers a choice of frame and 
plastic options to compliment 
any environment.
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Chenca Range
1.  CNSWA (Task with 

castors)
2.  CNB4U+CNB3U 

(Beam 4 and 3 seater 
with padded seats)

5.  CNSAU-WT (Sled 
with padded seat/
back plus arms and 
writing tablet)

6.   CNSU (Sled with 
padded seat/back)

7.  CNSAU (Sled with 
plastic seat/back 
plus arms)

8.  CNSU (Sled with 
padded seat/back)

9.  CNSS (Stools with 
plastic seat/back 
and coated frame)

10.  CNSSA (Stools with 
plastic seat/back 
plus arms)

 2
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Contempory colours and styling enable Vento to 
meet both office and breakout requirements.
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Vento Chrome
1. VCA (With arms)
2.  VC (Without arms)
3.  VCAC (With arms and 

castors)
4.  VCAU (With arms and 

upholstered seat)
5.  VCAS (5 Star base,  

Gas lift with arms)
6.  VCAT (Arm and  

writing tablet)
7.  VCT (Writing tablet  

no arms)

 5
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A stylish range 
of coloured 
polypropylene 
meeting and 
visitors chairs.

 1
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Vento Colour
1.  VCA (Stacking chair 

with arms)
2.  VCAU (Stacking 

chair with arms and 
upholstered seat)

3.  VC (Stacking chair 
without arms)

ve
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Bold design with a choice 
of frames and colours gives 
Denver a unique appeal.
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Fully Upholstered 
1.  Denver-A (Four leg)
2.   Denver-B (Skid 

frame)
3.   Denver-C (Chrome 

four leg centre 
frame)

4.   Denver-K (Four leg 
with black metal 
support frame)

5.   Denver-M (Four leg 
wire frame black)

6.   Denver-N (Four leg 
wire frame chrome)

7.   Denver-P (Four leg 
wooden frame)

8.  Denver-R (Four leg 
black poly frame)

9.   Denver-B (Skid 
frame high stool)
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Bright colours with classic 
styling, Seattle will brighten 
any area.
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Seatle Poly Chairs 
1.  Seatle-C (Chrome 

four leg centre 
frame)

2.  Seatle-E (Skid frame)
3.   Seatle-K (Wooden 

four leg frame)
4.   Seatle-L (Four leg 

with black centre 
frame)

5.   Seatle-M (Four leg 
wire frame black)

6.   Seatle-N (Four leg 
wire frame chrome)

7.  Seatle-P (Four leg 
wooden frame)

8.  Seatle-RB (Four leg 
black poly frame)

9.  Seatle-RW (Four leg 
white poly frame)

10.  Seatle-E (Skid frame 
high stool)

11.   Seatle-K (Wooden 
frame mid height 
stool)
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Polished wood frames offer solutions 
for meeting, conference, residential and 
breakout areas.

 1
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Solar Reception
1.  S713 (Wooden frame 

reception chair)
2.  S701 (Wooden frame 

meeting chair)
3.  S702 (Wooden  

frame meeting  
chair with arms)

4.  S712 (Wooden  
frame reception 
chair with arms)

5.  S714 (Wooden  
frame reception 
chair with arms)

6.  S711 (Wooden 
 frame reception 
chair no arms)

7.  S715 (Coffee table)

so
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Public area seating 
available with a variety of 
seat and leg options.
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Beam Seating
1.  BIP111/C (Three 

seat iso beam with 
chrome leg and 
plastic seat and 
back)

2.  BIU111 (Three seat 
iso beam with black 
leg and upholstered 
seat and back)

3.  BPL1111 (Four seat 
beam with black leg 
and poly shell seat)

4.  BFT1111 (Flow tip up 
beam)

5.  BCW1111 (Chenca 
beam)

be
am
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 1
A selection of 
industrial seating 
to suit a variety 
of uses.
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Square Tube Chairs
1.  EC1/F (Square tube 

with floating back 
easy chair)

2.  EC1 (Square tube easy 
chair)

3.  EC2 (Square tube easy 
chair with arms)

4.  EC2/F (Square tube 
easy chair with arms 
and floating back)

5.  SC1 (Square tube 
stacking chair)

6.  SC2 (Square tube 
stacking chair with 
arms)

7. S715 [Coffee table]
8.  S751 [Steel frame 

reception chair]
9.  S752 [Steel frame  

arm chair)

 2
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Contract Seating
1.  TC1 (Heavy duty 

cantilever)
2.  SBH (Square back 

banquet)
3.  RBH (Round back 

banquet with  
hand hole)

4.   RBF (Round back 
banquet)

5.   Iso/B (Oval tube 
frame stacking 
chair)

6.   Iso/C/A (Oval tube  
frame stacking chair 
with arms)

7.   PL4 (four legged  
poly chair)

8.   PL4/Skid (poly skid 
frame chair)

9.  RSB (padded seat 
skid frame chair)

10.  RCB (padded seat 
skid frame Stool)

 3

 8

 2 1

 5  4

 6

 7

Seating for business
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Contract Seating
1.  AG800 (PU high level 

lab chair with footring)
2.  AG100 (PU high level 

lab stool with footring)
3.   AG888 (Desk level  

PU lab chair)
4.   AG111 (Desk level  

PU stool)
5.   BMS10 (Round tube 

easy chair with 
floating back)

6.   BMS12 (round tube 
easy chair with 
floating back and 
arms)

7.  Italia [Chrome frame 
stacking chair]

 3

 5  7

 1 2

 4

 6



HYS009 Havana

HYS145 Padang

HYS081 Blizzard

HYS026 Costa

HYS046 Sombrero

HYS094 Slip

HYS172 Bonaire

HYS079 Panama

HYS005 Curacao

HYS082 Scuba

Xtreme - Band B

HCUZ28 Silverdale

HCUZ1W Newcastle

HCUZ1E Surrey

HCUZ02 Aston

HCUZ30 Silcoates

HCUZ1K Camphill

HCUZ1J Aberlour

HCUZ62 Glenalmond

HCUZ1R Plymouth

HCUZ1L Newport

Blazer - Band C

HAD004 Cobalt

Blue

Nero Pantone 321C

RAL 9005 Jet Black

HAD072 Pewter

Black

Green Sand

RAL 1016 Pantone 185C

RAL 2003 

RAL 5002 

RAL 7037 

RAL 7040 Window Grey

HAD028 Charcoal

Red

Bianco Pantone 289C

RAL 5013 Cobalt Blue

HAD126 Clipper

Grey

736 Verde Pantone 380C

145 Viola Black

RAL 9003 Signal White

HAD055 Black

White

RAL 7035 Pantone 229C

RAL 3002 Carmine Red

HAD010 Mineral

Orange

527 Rosso Pantone 118C

187 Marrone

Due to limitations in the printing process we recommend that you request physical samples before ordering.
For Extreme, Blazer or Advantage fabrics contact Camira on +44 (0)1924 490491
For all other finishes please contact Aztec on +44 (0)1254 707474

White

Pantone 375C

HAD066 Graphite

HAD014 Red

HAD020 Wine

HAD011 Nightshade

Advantage - Band A

Vento

Contract PL4 Seattle and Denver

Chenca

finishes





Aztec Office Contracts Ltd
Bee Hive Mill
Moor Lane
Darwen
Lancashire
BB3 0EJ

Tel:  +44 (0)1254 707474
Fax:  +44 (0)1254 772185

www.aztecoffice.co.uk




